
 

 

  

            
          

 

        
    

          
  

       
       

  

     
  

         
 

  
 

 

STATE  OF  CALIFORNIA   

CALIFORNIA  DEPARTMENT  OF  TAX  AND FEE  ADMINISTRATION 
TAX  POLICY  BUREAU  
450  N  STREET,  SACRAMENTO,  CA  95814  
PO  BOX  942879,  SACRAMENTO,  CA  94279-0050  

1-916-309-5397   FAX  1-916-322-2958 
www.cdtfa.ca.gov 

GAVIN NEWSOM  
Governor  

AMY  TONG  
Secretary,  Government  Operations Agency  

NICOLAS  MADUROS  
Director  

June 21, 2022  

VIA INTERNET 

Dear Interested Party: 

The Audit Manual (AM) is a guide for the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration 
(CDTFA) in administering tax and fee programs. It is available to the public and can be accessed 
from the CDTFA web page at https://cdtfa.ca.gov/taxes-and-fees/staxmanuals.htm. 

The Business Tax and Fee Division is proposing to revise AM Chapter 1, section 0103.15 and 
Compliance Policy and Procedures Manual (CPPM) Chapter 1, section 150.050, in accordance with 
the policy memo regarding Digital Signature Procedures: Adobe Sign, dated June 8, 2022. The text 
is identical in both sections of the AM and CPPM. 

The revision material is provided on the following pages for the convenience of interested parties 
who may wish to submit comments or suggestions. Please feel free to publish this information on 
your website or otherwise distribute it to your association/members. 

If you have any comments or suggestions related to the proposed AM revisions, you may contact 
the CDTFA at BTFD-BTCT-AM.RevisionSuggestions@cdtfa.ca.gov. Your comments or 
suggestions must be received by the CDTFA no later than July 21, 2022 in order to be considered. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely,  

Aimee Olhiser 
Tax Policy Bureau Chief 
Business Tax and Fee Division 

AM-IP-Letter.docx 

mailto:BTFD-BTCT-AM.RevisionSuggestions@cdtfa.ca.gov
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DIGITAL  SIGNATURES  0103.15  

This  section  clarifies  the  policy  for  accepting  digital  signatures  on  documents  received  
by  CDTFA  staffteam  members.  The  California  Government  Code  allows  the  use  of  digital  
signatures  provided  they  meet  certain  requirements.  As  long  asIf  the  requirements  
below  are  met,  CDTFA  staffteam  members  may  accept  digital  signatures  on  documents  
such  asincluding  but  not  limited  to:  waivers  of  limitation,  claims  for  refund,  and  powers  
of  attorney  and  resale  certificates.  

California  Government  Code  Requirements  

A  “digital  signature”  is  an  electronic  identifier,  created  by  computer,  intended  by  the  
party  using  it  to  have  the  same  force  and  effect  as  the  use  of  a  manual  signature.  
California  Government  Code  section  16.5  explains  that  a  digital  signature  has  the  same  
force  and  effect  as  a  manual  signature  if  it  has  the  following  attributes:  

1. It  is  unique  to  the  person  using  it.  

2.  It  is  capable  of  verification.  

3. It  is  under  the  sole  control  of  the  person  using  it.  

4. It  is  linked  to  data  in  such  a  manner  that  if  the  data  are  changed,  the  digital  
signature  is  invalidated.  

5. It  conforms  to  regulations  adopted  by  the  Secretary  of  State.  (SOS).  

The  Secretary  of  State  regulations  stateSOS  regulations  explain  that  for  a  digital  
signature  to  be  valid,  it  must  be  created  by  an  acceptable  technology  that  ties  the  
message  to  the  signer.  The  regulations  list  the  acceptable  technologies,  which  currently  
include  Public  Key  Cryptography  and  “Signature  Dynamics.”  (See  California  Code  of  
Regulations,  Title  2,  Sections  22000-22005.)  CDTFA  is  currently  using  Adobe  Sign  
software,  a  cloud-based  electronic  signature  service  that  allows  team  members  to  send,  
sign,  track,  and  manage  electronic  signatures.  This  software  complies  with  
requirements  outlined  in  the  SOS  regulations.  

Accepting Digital Signatures 

StaffTeam  members  should  be  aware  of  who  is  authorized  to  sign  a  document.  

For example: 

A  taxpayer  emailed  form  CDTFA-122,  Waiver  of  Limitation,  to  the  auditor  that  was  
digitally  signed  using  Adobe  Acrobat  software.  The  digital  signature  includes  the  
date,  time,  name  of  signer,  email  of  signer  and  company  name.  The  file,  once  
digitally  signed  by  the  taxpayer,  cannot  be  changed.  The  auditor  has  verified  the  
signer  is  authorized  to  sign  the  waiver  and  the  email  address  is  valid.  The  auditor  
also  followed-up  with  a  phone  call  and  recorded  the  contact  on  the  CDTFA-414-Z.  
Therefore,  the  auditor  may  accept  the  waiver  with  a  valid  digital  signature.  

A  team  member  uses  Adobe  Sign  to  send  a  taxpayer  form  CDTFA-82,  Authorization  
for  Electronic  Transmission  of  Data.  The  taxpayer  signs  the  document  using  Adobe  
Sign.  The  file,  once  digitally  signed  by  the  taxpayer,  cannot  be  changed.  The  team  
member  verifies  the  signer  is  authorized  to  sign  the  form  and  the  email  address  is  
valid  and  documents  this  verification  in  CRM  Notes  on  the  appropriate  
springboard.  Once  verified  and  documented,  the  team  member  may  accept  the  
form  with  a  valid  digital  signature.    



   

     

    

               
                  

                 
      

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

Proposed CPPM revisions 

DIGITAL SIGNATURES 150.050 
This  section  clarifies  the  policy  for  accepting  digital  signatures  on  documents  received  by  CDTFA  
staffteam  members.  The  California  Government  Code  allows  the  use  of  digital  signatures  
provided  they  meet  certain  requirements.  As  long  asIf  the  requirements  below  are  met,  CDTFA  
staffteam  members  may  accept  digital  signatures  on  documents  such  asincluding  but  not  limited  
to:  waivers  of  limitation,  claims  for  refund,  and  powers  of  attorney  and  resale  certificates.  

California Government Code Requirements 

A “digital signature” is an electronic identifier, created by computer, intended by the party using 
it to have the same force and effect as the use of a manual signature. California Government Code 
section 16.5 explains that a digital signature has the same force and effect as a manual signature 
if it has the following attributes: 

1. It  is  unique  to  the  person  using  it.  

2. It  is  capable  of  verification.  

3. It  is  under  the  sole  control  of  the  person  using  it.  

4. It  is  linked  to  data  in  such  a  manner  that  if  the  data  are  changed,  the  digital  signature  is  
invalidated.  

5. It  conforms  to  regulations  adopted  by  the  Secretary  of  State.  (SOS).  

The  Secretary  of  State  regulations  stateSOS  regulations  explain  that  for  a  digital  signature  to  
be  valid,  it  must  be  created  by  an  acceptable  technology  that  ties  the  message  to  the  signer.  The  
regulations  list  the  acceptable  technologies,  which  currently  include  Public  Key  Cryptography  
and  “Signature  Dynamics.”  (See  California  Code  of  Regulations,  Title  2,  Sections  22000-22005.)  
CDTFA  is  currently  using  Adobe  Sign  software,  a  cloud-based  electronic  signature  service  
that  allows  team  members  to  send,  sign,  track,  and  manage  electronic  signatures.   This  
software  complies  with  requirements  outlined  in  the  SOS  regulations.  

Accepting Digital Signatures 

StaffTeam  members  should  be  aware  of  who  is  authorized  to  sign  a  document.  

For example: 

A  taxpayer  emailed  form  CDTFA-122,  Waiverof  Limitation,  to  the  auditor  that  was  digitally  
signed  using  Adobe  Acrobat  software.  The  digital  signature  includes  the  date,  time,  name  
of  signer,  email  of  signer  and  company  name.  The  file,  once  digitally  signed  by  the  taxpayer,  
cannot  be  changed.  The  auditor  has  verified  the  signer  is  authorized  to  sign  the  waiver  and  the  
email  address  is  valid.  The  auditor  also  followed-up  with  a  phone  call  and  recorded  the  
contact  on  the  CDTFA-414-Z.  Therefore,  the  auditor  may  accept  the  waiver  with  a  valid  
digital  signature.  
A  team  member  uses  Adobe  Sign  to  send  a  taxpayer  form  CDTFA-82,  Authorization  for  
Electronic  Transmission  of  Data.  The  taxpayer  signs  the  document  using  Adobe  Sign.  
The  file,  once  digitally  signed  by  the  taxpayer,  cannot  be  changed.  The  team  member  
verifies  the  signer  is  authorized  to  sign  the  form  and  the  email  address  is  valid  and  
documents  this  verification  in  CRM  Notes  on  the  appropriate  springboard.  Once  verified  
and  documented,  the  team  member  may  accept  the  form  with  a  valid  digital  signature.   




